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Animating muscle movement in games is becoming more common. The work stages to produce muscle animation are not yet standardized and different methods are applied in games nowadays. Movie industry has used sophisticated tools to create muscle animation soon over a decade. These tools cannot directly be used for game
production but their results can be mimicked. Without muscle animation game characters may seem unconvincing and doll like. When the muscles of the game character are animated, a more realistic and convincing feeling is
achieved.
The goal of this thesis was to conduct a research on what technologies are used to by game studios to produce
muscle animation. Game studios are secretive about the exact technologies and methods they use to create muscle animation. From interviews, blogs and research papers leads can be found on how game studios produce these visual effects. The second goal was to develop a rig structure for game characters that would enable efficient
and believable muscle animation. The rig was designed and produced using Blender 3D modeling and animation
software.
It is difficult to say for sure what technologies are used by game studios to produce muscle animation. It would
seem that there are a few different approaches in use. Most likely game studios use tools that are precisely designed for their use and developed in house.
The rig was built using only standard technology. The finished rig supports dynamic texture blending based on
the area variations of the polygons. The rig enables muscle animation on polygon and texture levels. It is easy to
add in a game development workflow, despite of game engine or software packages used.
The rig is a proof of concept or a prototype and more research is needed to find out if it is suitable for game development.
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PROLOGUE

The idea for the thesis came to my mind when I noticed that some games had started using
advanced character rigs that supported muscle animation and wrinkle maps. I got interested
and researched the methods used to create such effects. I found out that there is no standard
way of doing these effects and that each game handles them differently. I decided to research and develop a method that would in my opinion be the best approach to create muscle animation.
Motion capture is an effective and heavily standardized method for creating animations for
games. Because it is so widely used in games the method for muscle animation should be
created to be compatible with it. The motion capture equipment used today are unable to
record muscle movement. However the muscle movement is closely related to the rotation
of the limbs, which are recorded. Since muscles enable the movement of the limbs, muscle
movement can be recreated for the character in 3D software from the motion capture data.
For the purposes of this thesis I decided to build a character rig that includes the most basic
muscle animation. The character rig is compatible with motion capture data and the rig is
easy to apply to other character models. Similar character rigs can be built in most 3D software packages and can be used in all game engines supporting bone animation. Implementing muscle animation and wrinkle maps requires minimal additional coding in the engine.
Only one special shader has to be written for the texture animation to work properly.
I limited this thesis to only include muscle animation but at the same time designed it to enable wrinkle maps for clothing using same technique.
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3
LIST OF SYMBOLS
Bone constraints

A data block in 3D software that can be applied to bones.
Bone constraints define the bones behavior. For example
bone constraints can be used to limit rotation, scaling or location of bones

Bone

A hierarchical 3D sub object. Bones are used to build rigs

Cavity map

A texture map that emulates the way light radiates across the
surface

Diffuse map

A texture map that defines the colors of the surface

Digital sculpting

A 3D modeling method that emulates the sculpting in real
life

Dummy object

Also called empty or null objects. In 3D software it is an object used to mark a coordinate in 3D space. Dummy objects
can be used for different purposes in animation, modelling or
texturing

IK/FK

Short for Inverse and forward Kinematics are two different
animation methods for bone structures. In inverse kinematics bones lower in the hierarchy are used to move bones that
are higher in the hierarchy. In forward kinematics bones
higher in the hierarchy are used to move bones that are lower
in the hierarchy

Mesh

A collection of vertices in 3D space that are connected to
each other in specific way. Mesh forms the basic form of the
character
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Morph target animation

3D animation method. In morph target animation each key
frame created by creating different shapes using the same topology. During the animation vertex positions are interpolated between these shapes

Normal map

Texture map where the surface normal are stored in bitmap

3D Object

Data structure in 3D software that can include different types
of data. 3D objects can contain sub objects.

PSD

Pose space deformation is a computer animation technique
where skeletal and mesh animation(very similar to morph
target animation) are used together to create complex deformation of 3d mesh.

Rig

A 3D object that contains a collection of bones used to animate a character. Rig can also include custom animation controls and scripts

SIGGRAPH

Short for Special Interest Group on GRAPHics and Interactive Techniques. Highly respected gathering of computer
professionals.

Specular map

Texture map that defines the amount of specular reflection
of the 3D surface

Topology

The organization and flow of the edges of the mesh

Vertex

A data structure in 3D graphics that stores a point in 3D
space.

Wrinkle map

Texture map that represent wrinkles. The wrinkle maps are
blended in and out the on top of other textures depending of
the pose or expression of the character. Wrinkle maps are
usually normal, cavity or diffuse maps
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1 INTRODUCTION

Today games feature many graphical techniques and tricks to spice up the game visuals. Recent new features include facial motion capture, destructible environment and animation
generation in real-time.
One often overlooked feature in games is muscle simulation or animating muscle movement. The reason for this is that this feature is thought to be barely visible or that it is difficult or expensive to implement. In some cases lack of muscle movement can be really visible, for example the lack of bicep movement in muscular characters or static muscles of a
huge muscular creature. Things like these can break the immersion in otherwise flawless
game graphics and send beautifully crafted characters straight to the uncanny valley. The
muscle animation can give more credibility to the characters, by making the characters more
organic and less robotic.
The fighting games can benefit greatly from muscle animation. In the fighting games portraying the strength of the fighters can be done by adding muscle animation. In sports games
player spends lots of time watching athletes. Clothing used in sports usually does not cover
the muscle structures and therefore lack of muscle animation can be distracting to the player.
While using muscle animation during the actual gameplay does not necessarily make much
sense, during slow motions they are very visible and can add a lot to the visuals experience.
Games that do not aim for realistic look can also benefit from muscle animation. Stylized
game graphics can exaggerate muscle size greatly. In stylized game graphics muscle animation can be more visible than in photorealistic game.
Applying a basic muscle animation to a character is not difficult and the technology has been
around for a long time. Muscle animation can be added quite easily to games. Using already
existing technology in 3D software, bones, bone constraints and careful rigging can lead to
believable muscle movement. This kind of muscle animation can be automated to considerably reduce the animator’s workload. In this thesis I’m going to research common practices
to achieve more believable character by including muscle animation for games. I’m also going to develop my own way of optimized workflow for creating muscle animation. The basic
principle being that as much as possible is done with already existing tools while keeping as
many game engines and modeling software as compatible as possible.
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2 THESIS BACKGROUND

Game character creation for next generation games is a fairly standardized process and pipeline is mainly similar. It starts with character concepts, which are tweaked until the team is
satisfied with the look and feel of the characters.
A modeler gets to work and creates a high polygon model in digital sculpting software. The
most popular digital sculpting software packages nowadays are Zbrush and Mudbox. Digital
sculpting is closely related to traditional sculpting.
When the high polygon model is done, a low polygon version is created based on the high
polygon model. When creating the low polygon model the artist must make sure that the
topology of the character is suitable for animation purposes. The low poly model is then uvunwrapped and normal data from high polygon model is baked to a normal map based on
low poly models texture coordinates. This texture map is saved and used to create illusion
that the surface has more detail than there actually is. This technique is called normal mapping.
A texture artist starts to work on texture maps. The normal map is a good starting point of
creating other texture maps; optionally the 3D artist can bake ambient occlusion from the
high polygon model for the texture artist to use as a starting point. This way 2d artist can
better comprehend how the 2d texture will map on the 3D models surface. The most
commonly used texture maps, in addition to the normal maps, are diffuse and specular
maps. The diffuse map defines the overall colors of the characters surfaces. The specular
map defines the amount of specular reflections of the surface. The specular map is usually
greyscale. In addition to these the engine might have other special maps that, for example,
define specular reflections color or define what effect is played when a bullet hits the surface.
When the texture artist is happy with the texture the rigger builds a rig for the character. The
rig is used to animate the 3D mesh of the character. It is connected to the 3D mesh by process called rigging, weighting or weight painting. During this process each vertex of the
characters 3D mesh is attached to at least one bone of the rig. Most real-time applications or
game engines have a limit that a vertex can be attached to maximum of four bones.
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The game character is then animated by an animator. The character is then exported to the
game engine using a file format that is compatible with the game engine. The animator then
tests the animation in the game engine. Attention must be paid to that transition between
different animations happen seamlessly in the game engine. Some tweaking in different areas
may take place after this.
In this pipeline there are no standardized methods to produce muscle animation or wrinkle
animation for clothing. To create these effects there are a few techniques to choose from. In
this thesis these techniques were studied to find the best method in terms of simplicity and
reusability. Simplicity was chosen as standards because it allows people with less experience
to work on the game. Reusability was chosen as a standard because it cuts down development time and, therefore, costs.
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3 HUMAN ANATOMY

Studying anatomy in general is important to a character artist, rigger and animator. Knowing
anatomy helps to understand how creatures are built and how they move. This is essential
when creating characters or animations that need to look lifelike and believable.

3.1 Skeleton structure

An adult human body has approximately 200 bones. A typical game character rig is similar to
a simplified version of a human skeleton. Understanding the human skeleton structure is
important if the artist desires to create realistic looking human characters that move realistically. When building a rig that supports muscle animations, it helps to have a basic
knowledge on how the simulated muscles are connected to the skeleton. Because the skeleton structure dictates the limbs range of motion, knowing how the bones limit the limb
movement helps an artist to avoid creating unnatural poses.
The human’s vertebral column or the spine is a special case, because of the 28 moving
bones. Using so many bones in the game engine is not reasonable since each bone rotates
only a little. The artist has to decide how many bones to use to create the spine.
In 3D software packages bones are represented as straight lines. In reality bones are anything but straight, especially when there is a ball and socket joint bone is L-shaped at the end
(Innerbody n/d). When taking the real shapes of the bones into account the rigging process
can become much easier when using automatic skinning tools.

3.2 Joints and their range of motion

A joint is the point where two or more bones make contact. Joints can allow movement or
provide mechanical support. When the artist knows the locations of the joints, he can place
the bones of the rig in the right places. This is important since if the bones are in the wrong
places the limbs may not twist and rotate naturally. Especially in the shoulder area the artist
needs to be extra careful since even small errors in the joint location are visible to the player.
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The shoulder can be difficult to understand at first and studying a 3D model of a skeleton
can be an invaluable help. The even better way is to place a model of a skeleton inside the
3D character; this will clearly show where the joints should be located. (Harkins 2003.)
Joints do not always need to be at anatomically correct places, better results can be achieved
with joints at anatomically incorrect places depending on which joint the artist is placing and
to what character mesh. This way the artist can fake deformations that occur in real life
trough complex interactions muscle, fat and bones by using fever bones in 3D software.
The range of motion of the characters limbs can be limited automatically by using bone constraints called rotation constraints. Setting up rotation constraints can be tedious and take
time. They can be generated from motion capture data to save time. Rotation constraints
can be cumbersome depending from software used. They can also limit artistic freedom.
Although they can be useful for some purposes, they are not necessary since a capable artist
can notice and easily avoid the unnatural rotations.

3.3 Main muscle groups

When creating a rig that supports muscle animation for a game character it is not reasonable
to try to animate each and every muscle in the human body. Instead the artist should decide
which muscles are the most visible to the player and therefore the most essential. The visibility is influenced, for example, by object size relative to screen space, camera perspective,
game resolution, size of display and speed of the presentation. Using muscle animation is
not reasonable in games that are played in below high definition resolution or using small
screens like mobile devices.
The camera system that the game uses defines what the player will see. Most attention in the
game characters and game graphics in general should be paid to areas which player spends
the most time looking at. In 3D games the first person, orthographic, over the shoulder and
side view camera angles are the most common. In addition to these common camera types
used during the actual gameplay games often include close ups of the characters during the
cut scenes.
In first person perspective player is looking at characters face and upper body, mostly from
the front. In this perspective the player character is not visible but player can look at the
other characters very closely but this applies only to friendly characters or enemy characters
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during melee attacks. During firefights and other long to medium range engagements muscle
animation is not needed as it is not noticeable. When a game is played from over the shoulder -perspective the back muscles of the main character are most visible to the player. In
over the shoulder -perspective the other characters cannot be viewed closely during the
game play. In side view camera angles, common to the fighting games, characters are viewed
from the either side. When a game uses the side view perspective the silhouette of legs and
arms is more pronounced. In this perspective animating biceps and triceps can be a good
idea. Games that have the perspective far away from the player character, such as orthographic perspective, do not benefit from muscle animation.
Most of the time game characters are not running around naked and muscles are covered by
clothing. If the clothing the character uses is skin tight, the muscle movement should still be
very visible despite of the clothing.

Figure 1. Table of muscles. (Physical & Sports Therapy n/d).
The most visible muscles are naturally the largest ones and only they should be simulated.
The muscles I decided to animate are: pectoralis major, deltoideus, biceps, triceps, pronator
teres, brachioradialis, trapezius, latissimus dorcii, gluteus maximus, gastrocnemius and quadriceps femoris which are highlighted in Figure 1. (Physical & Sports Therapy n/d).
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4 RIGGING

Rigging is the process of building a rig and then attaching it to a 3D mesh in 3D software. A
rig consists of bones and dummy objects and can include custom tools and code written
specially to add certain properties or to tackle some specific problems. (Nieminen 2009.)

4.1 Bones

Bone objects are similar in all 3D software packages; they are hierarchal structures that can
be customized to behave as the artist wishes. 3D software packages feature extensive tools
to create and edit the bone structures. (3dkingdoms 2006.)
In Blender 3D modeling software a rig consists of two types of bones: deformer bones and
control bones. These two are the same building blocks but what differentiates them from
each other is how they are used. In other 3D software the rig building process may be little
different for example dummy objects can be used instead of control bones. Regardless of
the differences how objects are used or represented the process is very similar in all 3D
software.
The control bones are used to move the deformer bones. They are located or represented
outside the 3D mesh so the animator can see and select them easily. Character animation is
done mainly by animating the control bones. (Williamson 2011 a.)
Deformer bones are used to deform the 3D mesh of a character and are located inside the
3D mesh. Deformer bones are usually hidden during the animation process to keep the
viewport clear of clutter. (Williamson 2011 b.) After the animation process some of the control bones serve no purpose in the game engine, so they are left behind when the character is
moved to the game engine.
In many cases a bone can be a hybrid of the two types, serving both functions. There are no
strict rules on how to do the rigging. However, the animator’s preferences define how the
rig should be built since the rig’s main function is to enable the animator to work efficiently.
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4.2 Dummy objects

Dummy objects, also called null objects or empties, are basically just points in space. They
are used for variety of purposes in 3d graphics. In rigging they are used as targets for the
bone constraints or same way as the control bones. Using the dummy objects instead of
control bones might be a good idea since they look different from bones and because of that
may help keeping the interface clearer. Depending on software they might not be a part of
the bone structure, therefore, animating dummy objects is done outside the bone animation
interface and this may complicate the animators work.

4.3 Bone constraints

The bone constraints are tools that can be linked to bones. Then values can be inserted to
the constraint to for example limit the bone rotation and location or to tell the bone to point
the certain direction. By using bone constraints artist can automate repetitive tasks or functions. When the rig is built properly using bone constraints, such as IK constraints, the animation process becomes more efficient.

4.4 Custom animation controls

When the rig is so complicated that animating it by traditional means becomes difficult, the
rigger should consider building custom animation controls. Building custom animation controls is common when doing facial animations or rigging complex mechanical structures.
The custom animation controls can be thought as complicated control bones. They consist
of custom shapes, either polygonal or curve based, and bone constraints. With these tools
the rigger builds a series of sliders and buttons that can be easily selected and animated. These sliders and buttons move the corresponding deformer bones. They can exist in 3D space
floating near the character, be situated in the custom control panel somewhere in the interface or as a separate window.
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4.5 Tools for muscle animation

Tools and plugins for creating muscle animation are available for most 3D modeling software. These are often created to use in pre-rendered movies and cannot be used in real-time
applications such as games. The reason for this is that these tools are complex and require
lot of computational power. These tools do more than just animate muscle tissue. They also
take into account the underlying bone structure, skin and fat tissue. Although animation on
high level like this is very demanding from hardware, it can create fantastic results. (Autodesk d/n.) When computational power increases tools like these might become available for
a real-time application instead of just pre-rendered movies.

4.6 Common rigging practices for games

When the character and animations are moved to the game engine, all the animations created in 3D software have to be stored in format compatible with the game engine. In this final
format all the animations are stored as key frame animations. The key frame animations
cannot change dynamically when they are used in the game engine. A dynamic animation, or
a code generated animation, is the term used for the animations that are created or modified
in real-time in the game engine.
The tools that are available when rigging for games are rather limited compared to the prerendered movies. The tools that are available for pre-rendered movies are not computationally light enough to be used in real-time. The basic bone structures and animations created
by using bone constraints are well supported, but only in the key frame animations.
Morph target animation is supported in many game engines. The morph target animation is
an alternative animation method for games, and it is commonly used for the facial or environmental animation. It can be used for character animation but for this purpose it is very
inaccurate and can be only used if characters are small on screen. In this method each vertex
location is stored in the key frames. Because of this, creating animation using morph targets
is slow and takes more storage space than bone animation. The morph target based animation is tied to the 3D mesh it was created for, so unlike bone animation, it cannot be reused
for 3D meshes with different topology (Murdock 2008, 650).
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Developing animation tools customized specifically for the game engine in use can speed up
the development considerably. These tools can give technological advantages and features
that cannot be created by key frame animation.
Game companies often build custom animation tools for their specific needs. In most cases
the use of these tools is not visible to the player. These tools often automate repetitive tasks
or improve compatibility between game engine and animation software used in development.
Sometimes new tools are developed to add a unique animation feature to the game. The new
tools like these improve visuals and may give the game a technological edge. New technological features can boost sales; the games using advanced technology often get more visibility in the media.
Developing custom animation tools can be expensive and time consuming. Lots of skill and
knowhow is required from the programmers and artists, not to mention the expensive
hardware that may be required for motion capture or other purposes. These tools often add
new problems to the workflow which must be solved. New tools can be very beneficial to
company but the possible costs in development time and money must be carefully reviewed.

4.6.1 3Ds max biped

The biped is a character animation tool in 3Ds Max (Murdock 2008, 1000). Many game
companies that use the 3Ds max for animation also use the biped toolset in some form. One
of the biped’s strengths lies at using motion capture data. The motion capture data is usually
very compatible with biped.
The 3Ds Max is not designed specifically for creating animation for games; instead it is designed to be tool for all things related to 3D graphics. For example, Maya is designed more
as an animation tool and, therefore, has more extensive animation toolset.
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4.6.2 Motion capture rigs

Motion capture is a valuable tool for creating animations for games and movies. The motion
capture tools used in movies and games are fundamentally the same.
The motion capture produces a predefined rig structure that has captured animation stored
in key frames. To be used in games, motion capture rigs animation must be copied to the
game character rig. Often the motion capture rig and game character rig are not identical and
animation cannot be directly transferred between rigs. This process is called animation mapping or retargeting and it is done in 3D software or in software specialized for animation
and motion capture. The Motion builder is popular software for this purpose and is widely
used in the industry. (Radoff 2008.)

4.7 Existing methods for creating real-time muscle animation

Recently games have started utilizing muscle animation in situations where the lack of muscle movement would be the most noticeable. The most notable cases are the Red Dead Redemptions horses and boxers in the Fight Night series. While some might argue that the
muscle deformation is quite unnoticeable graphical feature, the human eye seems to be good
at picking up the subtle motions of the muscles. (Barreby 2009.)
The muscle animation used in games today can be divided in two groups, the muscle simulation by modifying texture maps in real-time and the muscle simulation by modifying geometry in real-time.
The muscle animation by modifying texture maps in real-time is the most common technique. Modifying the texture maps in real-time is not a new trick in game graphics; it has
been used successfully in facial animations. The same techniques used in the facial animation
can be applied to the muscle animation. Techniques like the texture blending and the wrinkle maps used to create wrinkles in faces, can be used also to create wrinkles and creases of
the muscles. This technique involves blending two or more texture maps. These textures
mimic the forms the skin takes when the underlying muscles contract or relax. When these
two textures are blended gradually between each other when limbs move it creates an illusion that muscles are moving below the skin. The texture blending is easy to implement on
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any modern game engine. The texture blending requires a control logic which defines when
to blend the textures and how much. Changes in polygon area or the bone positions with
additional texture masks can be used to control the blending of the textures. Depending on
the technique used, the control logic can be stored in 3D format in use or calculated in realtime by the game engine. Using the texture blending is effective way to do muscle animation
as it is really visible and easy to implement. The artist has total control over this method. As
a downside modifying the textures maps has no influence on the silhouette of the character.
The muscle animation by modifying the geometry in real-time is less used, less noticeable
and more time consuming method than modifying the texture maps. It is a rarely seen feature in games because it is thought that cost in artist time used does not contribute significantly to the visuals quality. It has one huge advantage however, by modifying the geometry
the characters silhouette can be altered. Using this method the muscles really move, contract
and expand. In many games this would be overkill, but for some special cases it can give really good boost to the visuals, as seen in the Fight Night series. Many problems exist using
this method. First problem is that there is no standard way to produce this effect, and unseen problems may arise when implementing it. Producing good looking results that would
work in almost any case with minimal additional work for the animator is complicated. This
method relies heavily on talents of the rigger.
The best visual quality can be achieved by implementing both of the methods, the modification of textures and the mesh in real-time. The Fight Night series is one of the few games
that currently do this, but as technology develops and computing power increases I believe
these features become more common.
There are other possible ways to produce muscle movement in real-time, which are not currently used in games. These methods may involve soft body physics or other code generated
texture or geometry manipulation. These methods are complicated, heavy and take the control away from the artist.
The game companies are secretive about the latest techniques and software they use. Muscle
animation is very new and rare feature. For this reason it is hard to find information on exactly what technique was used in various titles. However from interviews and blogs you can
build a good idea on how they implement graphical features such as muscle animation.
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In Red Dead Redemption, developed by Rockstar Games, the horses have very noticeable
muscle animation. Developer from the Rockstar Games told in an interview that they used a
technique quite common in the facial animation to produce this effect (Sony 2011). It is safe
to say that in this technique texture maps are blended depending on texture masks and bone
rotation or location. It is difficult to say whether muscle animation on 3D mesh level was
done. It is possible that developers used polygons stretching values as a mask to blend the
textures. If this was the case, the muscle animation is done in the mesh level also.
Fight Night series is known for its photorealistic 3D boxers. Boxers in the Fight Night series
look impressive. The boxers muscles flex, fat tissue jiggles and muscle grains show trough
skin. The techniques used in this game are by principle very similar, but more sophisticated
than used by Rockstar Games. In a blog developer talks about about complex bone structure which also blends textures and physics driven fat tissue simulation. (Ben Ross 2011.)

4.8 Muscle animation in theory and practice

Muscle simulation or animation has been researched from the early days of computer
graphics. One of the earliest papers on muscle simulation was presented at SIGGRAPH in
87 (Chadwick, Haumann & Parent 1989). Although this method is not directly used today, it
was ground breaking to its time.
In facial animation muscle simulation can help to create more realistic results. Movements of
facial muscles can be determined from motion capture data. Accurate jaw motion can also
be extracted from the marker data. Capturing muscle movement doesn’t necessarily require
complicated hardware. (Sifakis, Neverov & Fedkiw 2005.) The deformations achieved using
this kind of method would have to be stored as morph target animation to be used in game
engine. Similar method could probably be applicable to character animation as a whole but it
seems to be unnecessarily complicated approach.
NURBS-Based models to create muscle animation have been researched. NURBS have advantages over pure polygonal modeling when simulating muscles. This particular method
was not designed for animation. (Zhou & Lu 2005) Although NURBS approach is tempting
considering the qualities of NURBS modeling, NURBS are arguably not well supported in
most modeling software and even less in game engines when it comes to character animation. If animator would have this kind of NURBS based tool and wishes to use it in game
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animation the logical approach would somehow convert the deformation data to morph target animation. This kind of method seems overly complicated and would at least require expensive custom tools. In pre rendered movies NURBS are used to simulate muscle movement (Stinson Thuriot 2005). Simulations tools used in movies are often produced by studio
and not available commercially (Ritchie, Callery & Biri 2007 a).
References for muscle animation and especially real-time muscle animation are hard to come
by. In pre rendered movies muscle animations are done using muscle simulation plugins,
PSD tools or combination of both. Muscle simulation is often too heavy computationally to
achieve in real-time, however PSD and similar techniques can be used. PSD techniques or
similar techniques using morph targets offer a tempting solution for creating muscle animation. Morph target animation is supported by many game engines starting from games like
halo 2 and half-life 2 (Ritchie 2007 b). When morph target animation is driven by bone rotation or location complex deformation can be created. This technique can be used to correct
bad deformations at problem areas caused by skeletal animation or to do facial animation
(Hess 2009). This is also one of the most viable techniques to create muscle animation for
games. Disney used PSD in the movie bolt to create more advanced deformations (Lee &
Hanner n/d).
Problem with PSD or similar technique is that it requires deformation calculations from
skeletal animation and morph target animation to work together. This can be computationally more expensive and requires additionally support from game engine. Setting up and testing a rig that uses both methods is time consuming and for each character with different topology this process has to done individually. One character can easily require more than 15
different morph targets and more than 30 if the character is asymmetrical. Compatibly of
these morph targets can present problems when 2 morph targets area of influence overlaps
each other. Because these reason different methods was used in the project part.
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5 PROJECT DOCUMENTATION

Figure 2. Dynamic texture blending and muscle bone structure
Believable muscle animation requires that the silhouette and fine details change as the muscles move. In game graphics, the character mesh defines the silhouette and texture is used
for the details.
Texture blending is an easy and lightweight method to fake the skin wrinkles and creases
that appear near the joints or around the muscles when they are flexed. As mentioned earlier
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the texture blending needs controls to work properly. Something must define when to blend
textures and how much. In the facial animations common practice is to use a separate texture masks to define where to blend the texture. The texture mask has color coded areas
which each are linked to the bones moving the corresponding areas. These bones rotations
or locations define how much the textures are blended. For muscle simulation this technique
is not as suitable as for facial animation. Creating the texture mask for each muscle croup
can be tedious and due to limitations in the method could require several texture masks.
In real life creases and wrinkles happen because the skin stretches or contracts. When using
a standard rig structure the 3D mesh stretches and contracts the similar way as the skin at
the joint areas but not at the area around the muscles. If rig is built so that it deforms also
the muscle areas, the 3D mesh will stretch very similar way as real skin would (Figure 2). The
stretching values can be calculated by measuring changes in the polygon area; using these
values a dynamic texture mask can be calculated. This dynamical texture mask can be used
to blend between multiple different texture layers each with multiple different stages. In the
project three different stages were used; normal, squashed and stretched. The technique I
decided to apply to the rig relays heavily on ideas presented by Christopher Oat in the paper
Real-Time Wrinkles (Oat 2007 a). These texture layers can be any texture map type desired,
the most useful textures for purpose of faking changes in skin would be normal and cavity
maps. For the purposes of this thesis I used three different checkered diffuse maps, yellow
for no change in polygon area, red for decrease in polygon area and green for increase in
polygon area (Figure 2.). These three textures are used to clearly demonstrate how much and
where textures are blended.

5.1 Building the rig

There is lot of information on regarding creating the muscle animation for 3D animated
movies. Problem is that all the rigging techniques used in pre-rendered movies cannot be
applied to the game character rigs. Unlike pre-rendered movies, the games run in real-time
and the rig must be computationally lightweight and compatible with the current game engines. (Sanders n/d.) The rigging method I’m using is similar to ones used in the movies, but
modified to be compatible for real-time applications such as games.
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The game character animation process relays heavily on motion capture. For this reason my
rig is built so that it is usable with the motion capture data. This means basically that control
bones and bone constraints are designed so that attaching motion capture data stays simple
and straightforward.
Organic matter has layers and complex structures that are very difficult to simulate accurately. However accurate simulation is not needed to give the player an illusion that the game
character is made of organic matter.

5.2 Muscle bones

Figure 3. The logic behind the two bone constraints used to create muscle bones.
Because the rigs used to animate the game character is basically a simplified human skeleton,
I decided to add a layer of bones on top of it, which I call muscle bones. These so called
muscle bones behave the same way as the deformer bones with the exception that they have
bone constraints applied to them. These bone constraints that can be found on most 3D
software. Most of the muscle bones have a stretch to -constraint applied to them. The
stretch to -constraint tells the bone to stretch to a specified target, while keeping original
volume. This means that if the bone length decreases it will scale up to keep the original
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volume and vice versa. The target specified for the constraint can be any 3D object or sub
object. For my purposes I’m using other bones as the target objects. In few cases the stretch
to -constraint was not accurate enough, so instead of the stretch to -constraint I used the
transform -constraint. Transform -constraint gives the two bones customized relationship.
For example when the deformer bone rotates a certain amount the muscle bone expand in
relation to it a certain amount.
Muscle bones are colored green. When using stretch to –constraint muscle bone C is parented to bone A but its rotation is tracked to a point close to tail of bone B. When bone B rotates, muscle bone C gets shorter because its other end is parented to bone A and other end
tracks to bone B. Muscle bone C expands to keep the original volume. In the example the
muscle bone C volume is multiplied to better illustrate the transformation. (Figure 3.)
When using transformation -constraint the muscle bone C is parented to bone A. Muscle
bone C is scaled up by a factor of five if bone B rotates around its x-axis 90 degrees. Smaller
rotation values of bone B result in smaller scaling values, for example, rotation of 45 degrees
scales the muscle bone C by a factor of two and a half. (Figure 3.)
The muscle bones are attached to the deformer bones and they follow the animations of the
rig. Normally the 3D mesh would be attached to only to the deformer bones, but in my
method they are attached to the muscle bones also. The motion capture data can be used
without additional work since muscle bones are moved automatically by the rig. When the
rig moves the muscle bones expand and contract and the 3D mesh will follow accordingly.
Using rig with muscle bones is computationally little heavier than traditional rig structures
because adding muscle bones to the rig increases bone count.

5.3 Applying rig to character

The rig must be attached to the 3D mesh by process called weighting, also called weight
painting or rigging. In the weighting process vertices are attached to the bones by a weight
value. The weight values for single vertex are normalized and always add up to one. The bigger the value by which vertex is attached to the bone the more the vertex is moved by it.
Weighting is done inside of the 3D program used.
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Most of the 3D software has automatic weighting tool. Automatic weighting tools tend to
perform the better the more bones the rig has. This tool gives a good starting point to the
weighting. The vertex weights need to be fine-tuned manually since automatic weighting tool
alone rarely gives perfect results. Before manually editing the vertex weights it is a good idea
to slightly modify the positions of the bones and run automatic weighting again. Moving the
bones and using the tool again can often be enough to correct deformations that are slightly
off target. This is often much faster than weighting manually.
When using the automatic weighting tool, vertices may get attached to bones with really
small values. These small values should be cleaned, in other words changed to zero, since
the difference which they make to animation is not visible to player but require more computational resources. This rarely causes problems unless the game has many animated characters simultaneously on the screen. Cleaning unnecessary values is a good practice and since
it takes only little time it should not be overlooked. Most 3D software have tool that allows
rigger to delete values below wanted accuracy. Depending on the software or game engine
used this can be done automatically by exporter or importer.
Using the automatic weighting tool can lead to situation where vertex is attached to more
than 4 bones. These vertices should be reassigned to maximum 4 bones. This is because
most game engines limit the number to four, and the deformations can otherwise look different in 3D software than the game engine.

5.4 Blending the texture maps

Using masks created from polygon area is a rarely used method for blending texture maps.
These masks have many advantages, they save time because masks do not need to be created
manually or stored in the memory instead they are created dynamically in real-time. Because
dynamic masks are side product of the rig, they work automatically when the rig is applied to
different characters.
As always there are also disadvantages. Getting the blending values and areas right is difficult
since none of the 3D software have tools designed for previewing the blending in real-time.
Different animation poses need to be previewed to ensure that the 3D mesh deforms and
textures blend accordingly. Previewing texture blending is not possible in real-time without a
custom real-time shader. Functionality of this kind of real-time shader can be emulated by
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using pre-rendered materials. Texture blending cannot be previewed in real-time when using
pre-rendered materials; instead each animation frame has to be rendered out. The need to
render each frame makes previewing texture blending slow. Pre-rendered materials are sufficient when used purely for demonstration purposes. If similar methods would be used in a
game project, writing a custom real-time shader for previewing in the 3D software viewport
would be beneficial.
The texture blending uses texture masks calculated from polygon area. The different textures
start to blend together when polygon area decreases or increases over a threshold or dead
zone defined in the pre-rendered material. The thresholds or dead zones of the texture
blending need to be adjusted for each different character. Estimating the right values can be
tricky but can be found through trial and error in a few minutes.

5.5 The rig in game engine

The file containing the 3D mesh, rig and animation need to be moved from the 3D software
to the game engine. Before this can be done the file need to be converted to a suitable format. When the 3D software creates the final format used in game engine this is called exporting. When game engine creates the final format this is called importing. Game engines
may have their own custom file formats. A few standard formats are also used such as the
fbx and collada. The rig was tested in the unity game engine using the fbx file format. The
rig worked as expected and no problems were found.
To get the texture blending working in the game engine a special shader is required. This
kind of shader has been demonstrated in Ati’s real-time demo called White out. (Oat 2007
b.) Writing identical shader for 3D software used would make previewing texture blending
faster and more accurate. The shader was not tested in this thesis project.
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6 COMPARING THE RESULT

In addition to the rig with muscle animation a standard rig without muscle animation was
build. These two rigs were attached to identical character meshes. The two rigs were then
given identical animations and the differences between deformations and texture blending
were compared between the two. The character mesh used for demonstration was created
by Nick Zuccarello (Zuccarello 2012).
From the beginning it was clear that texture blending by polygon area mask would not work
properly with standard rigs except for the area around the joints. However I wanted to see
how much better the muscle rig was for this purpose than the standard one.
Several frames were rendered to images to compare the differences between the two rigs.
The differences are more noticeable in animation but even from the still images the differences can be observed.
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6.1 The upper body

Figure 4. Previewing the mesh deformation on the rig without muscle animation.
The chest and the back muscles stay stationary in figure and because of that look unnatural.
When the shoulders are moved forward, the mesh around the scapula stretches too much,
when instead the middle part of the back should stretch. (Figure 4.)
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Figure 5. Previewing a mesh deformation on the rig with a muscle animation.
The chest muscles have now rounder shape when the shoulders are moved forward. The
back muscles stretch accordingly from the center when moving the shoulders forward. The
chest muscles stretch and flatten nicely when the shoulders are moved backwards. The back
area looks more organic and mesh around the scapula no longer stretches unnaturally. Deformations are now smoother in general. (Figure 5.)
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Figure 6. Previewing the texture blending on the rig without a muscle animation.
When the shoulders move forward the textures blend at the chest muscle area but not at the
center. At the backside textures blend at right places but because scapula area stretches unnaturally texture blending would not probably work. When shoulders are moved backwards
the textures blend at the chest muscle area but not at the center. At the back side textures
blend in a strange pattern and at lower back textures do not blend at all. These dynamic
masks would not be suitable for blending textures during animation. (Figure 6.)
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Figure 7. Previewing the texture blending on the rig with muscle animation.
When the shoulders are moved forward, the areas around the chest muscles squash accordingly and blend to the red texture. The chest muscles blend to the green texture as it should,
but only a little and is barely noticeable in the Figure. Because the deformation of the mesh
was correct, the texture blending threshold should be adjusted instead of revising the whole
underlying bone structure. The back area stretches at the right places and the scapula area
stays intact. When shoulders are moved backwards the chest area stretches very nicely. The
whole chest area blends to the green texture but at the lower part it is barely noticeable. Reason for this is that the blending threshold is too big. This is the same problem as in the
shoulders forward pose, adjusting the blending threshold is again needed. With little adjustments the chest area works as it should. The texture blending happens in the right places
and could be used for texture blending. (Figure 7.)
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6.2 The hands

Figure 8. The mesh deformation comparison.
In the upper row the rig without muscle animation is used. Biceps and triceps are not moving which gives a toy like appearance. This is common situation in games released recently.
In the lower row a rig with the muscle animation is used. The biceps and triceps muscles
contract and expand depending on arm movement. The shoulder area and the chest muscles
move also a little which gives an organic feel to the character. Deformation at the elbow area
looks also more natural. The biceps movement is the most noticeable improvement when
using rig with muscle animation. The bicep was the easiest muscle to animate. Lack of bicep
movement can be very visible. Based on the results, game character biceps should be always
animated if they are not covered by clothing. (Figure 8.)
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Figure 9. The texture blending comparison.
In the upper row the rig without the muscle animation is used. This is a quite complex pose
and blending textures using mask created from polygon area just does not work anymore
when using standard rig. Without the muscle animation the mesh around the chest, back,
triceps and biceps area do not stretch accordingly and texture blending does not happen at
the right places. In the lower row the rig with muscle animation is used. The muscle rig
stretches the mesh in the same way as the skin stretches in real life. The mesh around chest,
back, triceps and biceps area stretch accordingly and these areas blend to green texture.
Again the chest muscles blend to green texture, but too little. Thresholds need adjusting to
get more texture blending at chest muscle area. (Figure 9.)
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6.3 The legs

Figure 10. Previewing the mesh deformation on a rig without muscle animation.
At the legs, deformation looks good even without muscle animation. Despite of large muscles, lack of muscle movement in the legs are not that noticeable. Even though muscles stay
stationary player would not probably notice it. (Figure 10.)
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Figure 11. Previewing the texture blending on a rig without muscle animation.
Again blending textures using mask created from polygon area just does not work with
standard rig. Polygons area changes only around joints and at best these masks could be
used to create wrinkles around joints. Blending textures on top of muscles is not possible
since at those parts mesh is stationary. (Figure 11.)
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Figure 12. Previewing the mesh deformation on a rig with muscle animation.
The deformations look slightly better in the legs with muscle animation. The differences between muscle animation and no muscle animation are not that obvious in still images. Muscle flex can be seen when comparing the figure 10 and figure 12, but perhaps to only to
trained eye or for those who are specifically looking for it. However, the muscle animation is
really subtle effect when applied to legs. In animated tests something unexpected happens.
The muscle flex itself is not very visible but great feeling of weight or mass is transmitted
from the animation when muscle animation rig is used. I hope I had more time to investigate this phenomenon but I suspect that even small flexing in leg muscles is somehow
picked up by our eyes. This is great news since feeling of weight can be hard to portray in
animation but when using muscle rig this seems to happen automatically. (Figure 12.)
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Figure 13. Previewing the texture blending on a rig with muscle animation.
The muscle rig stretches the mesh in the same way as the skin stretches in real life. The
mesh around legs stretches accordingly and blends the textures nicely. Again there are some
minor flaws, this time around the thighs. Area around the thighs blends to green, but in
some parts too little. Once again threshold needs to be adjusted. Calf muscles are other
problem area; partly because the mesh stretches in one way and contracts in the other, resulting in too small change in the polygon area to texture blending to start take effect. This is
a quite rare situation but one of the drawbacks of this method and should be taken into consideration when building these kinds of rigs. In this case the problem is fixed by tweaking
the muscle bone structure. The texture blending and deformations around ankles look a bit
unnatural and need more work. (Figure 13.)
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7 CONCLUSIONS

The muscle animation was easy and fast to implement and for a more experienced rigger it
would be even more so. So far the muscle rig has worked as I anticipated and in some cases
even better. Using muscle rig in game development takes more time and effort in some stages but in turn saves them in others. More research would be needed to see if texture blending looks good with texture sets with realistic muscle forms and wrinkles. The time it takes
to create such texture sets is also an interesting question and should be investigated. For certain game types building muscle rigs would make lot of sense and I believe they will come
more common.
Muscle animation can give the game characters more realism and believability. It is the small
features like the muscle animation that make them appear more lifelike. Making game character feel lifelike is important when building immersion. The magic in games happens when
player forgets for a moment that his looking at digital character.
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8 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

8.1 Applying motion capture data to the character rig

Now that the rig works as expected, next step would be to attach motion capture animation.
Blender’s motion capture tools are rather limited but extensive enough for game character
animation. Motion builder can be used to along blender to edit motion capture files, but
since bone constraints are not interchangeable, the animations must be finalized in Blender.

8.2 Additional controls for the muscles

Muscle contraction or expansion happens when moving or rotating a limb, but muscles can
be flexed also when limb stays stationary. Muscle movement also depends on situation, for
example when lifting a light object muscles stay relaxed and the muscle movement is not
that obvious. For these situations custom animation controls should be created.

8.3 Properties of the custom shader

Research should be made on regarding the properties of the custom shader needed to blend
the texture maps. Things that should be researched include: What requirements of the
shader from the hardware and software, how big are the costs in computational resources
and how complicated is it to write the shader.
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